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COURSE / PROGRAMME OUTCOMES/SPECIFIC PROGRAMME OUTCOMES

Department of English

 Developing among girl students linguistic competency to facechallenges in  the global

market

 Enabling students obtain self-confidence in communicatingthrough English

 Encouraging  students  practice  English  in  real  life  situation   by  studying  prescribed

contents

 Making students competent enough to seek employment incorporate world.

 Motivating students learn and practice English language andliterature to become aglobal

citizen

 Providing platform to the first generation learners from rural and tribal area

 Organizing  several  activities,  programmes  and  courses  for  moral,  social,  ethical  and

cultural development of semi-urban area students

 Creating among students reading appreciation, examination, apprehension and evaluation

of literature.

Department of Marathi

 Developing linguistic skills like reading, creative writing and interview skills etc

 Generating the interest of students in Marathi language and literature

 Introducing culture through Marathi literature

 Organizing different personality development programmes

 Creating among students reading appreciation, examination, apprehension and evaluation

of literature.
 Motivating students to produce healthy literature in 'Khandeshi' language

 Making available different employment opportunities to rural students through Applied 

Marathi language



Department of Hindi 

 Creating among students reading appreciation, examination, apprehension and evaluation

of literature.
 Offering thought-based introduction of ancient and modern verse & prose.

 Developing literary approach among students by selecting and writing in the original

topics.

 Inculcating all human values, technical knowledge cultural knowledge.

 Creating  multidimensional  insight,  regarding  analysis,  interpretation  and  critical

appreciation among students.

 Developing the power of perception amongst students.

 Inspiring and preparing students for the study of linguistics.

 Preparing students for creative writing for their writing subjects.

 Inspiring students to utilize the creativity so as to make them successful creative writers.

Department of History

 Teaching of history enables the students to achieve various instructional objectives in an

hierarchical manner. Following are the specific programme outcomes

 Knowledge The  students  acquire  knowledge  of  various  terms,  concepts,  events,

ideals,  problems  personalities  and  principles  related  to  the  study  of

history.
 Understanding The  studentsdevelop  understanding  of  terms,  facts,  events,  years,

principles etc. related to the study of history
 Critical thinking The students develop the ability of critical and logical thinking

 Practical Skill The  studentsdevelop  practical  skills  helpful  in  the  study  and

understanding of historical events
 Interests  The  studentsdevelop  interests  in  the  study  of  history  and  activities

relating to history. 
 Attitudes The pupils ciritcal favorable attitudes towards the study of History



Department of Geography 

Teaching  of  Geography  enables  the  students  to  achieve  various  instructional

objectives..Following are the specific programme outcomes

 Knowledge The  students  acquireknowledge  of  various  terms  and  concepts,

geographical  areas,  environment,  soil,  climate  etcto  the  study  of

Geography.
 Understanding The  students  develop  understanding  of  terms,  facts,  climate,

geographical locales including the oceans, lands, mountains, deserts etc.

related to the study of Geography
 Critical thinking The students develop the ability of critical and logical thinking and also

learn to apply the knowledge adopted.
 Practical Skill The  students  develop  practical  skills  helpful  in  the  study  and

understanding of geographical studies.
 Interests  The  students  develop  interests  in  the  study  of  Geography  and  the  

research study.
 Attitudes The students develop analytical and research attitude towards the study

of various geographical locales.

Department of Defence& Strategic Studies 

 Providing the students an understanding of various dimensions of warfare in the                 

conventional and nuclear context. 

 Providing platform to the first generation learners from rural and tribal area

 Organizing several activities, programmes and courses for moral, social, ethical and    

cultural  development of semi-urban area students

 Developing among students the national and international level various subject related 

happenings such as national security, international relations etc.

 Enabling students develop a critical insight in the study of prescribed topics. 


